Jena, P.; Nieminen, R. M.; Puska, M. J.; Manninen, M. The interplay between the lattice distortion and the electronic contributions to the trapping of migrating hydrogen isotopes by substitutional impurities is investigated. We use a comprehensive calculational scheme incorporating (i) the effective-medium theory for the electronic interaction, (ii) the lattice Green s function for elastic coupling, and (iii) the hydrogen quantum motion. The calculations for Ti and Cr impurities in V host show that lattice strain effects dominate. Cr, which otherwise provides an electronic trap site, does not induce trapping when elastic effects are incorporated.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental understanding of the phenomena related to trapping of hydrogen by lattice defects in metals still remains one of the most challenging problems in the study of metal-hydrogen systems. ' For example, impurities (substitutional or interstitial) distort the geometric arrangement of host metal atoms in their vicinity. They also perturb the electronic structure of the host lattice. Introduction of hydrogen into this already defected system further perturbs the host electronic structure as well as leads to additional atomic displacements. In many instances, the hydrogen with its associated "cloud" of hostatom displacements (the hydrogenic polaron ' ) may be trapped by the impurity, i.e. , a finite amount of work is necessary to detach it from the impunty surroundings and move it to an impurity-free region.
It is difficult to say a priori whether the strain field produced by the impurity due to lattice atom mismatch is responsible for the trapping or whether it arises from the changes in the host electronic structure produced by the impurity. Moreover, a puzzling question is whether strain fields and electronic (" chemical" ) 
